Let A be a finite Set. A partial clone on A is a composition closed set of operations containing all projections. It is well known that the partial clones on A , ordered by inclusion, form a lattice. We show that the minimal partial clones on A are: (a) minimal clones of full operations or (b) generated by partial projections defined on a totally reflexive and totally symmetric domain.
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PRELIMINARIES A N D T H E MAIN RESULT
2.1: Let A be a non-empty set. For a positive integer n , an n-ary partial operation on A is a map f : dom f + A where dom f is an n-ary relation on A caiied the d o n a i n of f . Let PY) denote the set of aii n-ary partial operations on A and let . .
PA := U PF), moreover set n)l and OA := U 02) (= set of total operations). n) 1
Furthermore for n 3 1 we denote by ~e l 2 ) := {R : R C An) the set of all n-ary relations on A and let ReiA := U ~e i ? ) . In the sequel we shall distinguish between n) 1 empty relations of different arities and consequently we shaii also distinguish between nowhere defined operations (that is, operations with empty domains) of different arities (see 4.7).
For C C PA and n 2 1, put c (~) := C n PF) and let D(C) := {dom f : f E C).
Also for 72 C RelA let := Rn~el:). For n , m 3 1, f E P :
) and gl, . . . , gn E PAm), we define the superposition of f and gl, . . . ,g,, denoted by f [gl,. . . , g,] for aii (al , . . . , a,) E dom f [gl , . . . , g,] .
For every positive integer n , every n-ary relation D and each 1 6 i 6 n let e t D denote the n -a r y i-th partial projection defined by erD(zl,. . . , z n ) = 2; for aU (21,. . . , 2,) E D. For notational ease we shall write ey for etA, . Furthermore for R ReiA put P(R) := {etD : 1 6 i 6 n W , D E ~( n ) } hence P ( R ) denotes the set of aii partial projections with domains in R . Furthermore let JA := {ey : 1 6 i < n < W) C E OA then it is called a total clone. Moreover a partial projection clone is a clone containing only partial projections. For C C PA, let clone(C) denote the partial clone generated by C , that is, the least clone containing C . EXAMPLE 2.3. Let 0 E A and let then Pol{O) is a proper partial clone on A.
The partial clones (respectively the total clones) on A l ordered by inclusion form an algebraic lattice LpA [4] (respectively LoA ) in which every meet is the set-theoretical intersection. For F C PA, the partial clone generated by F is the intersection of all partial clones containing the set F (or equivalently is the set of term operations of the partial algebra (A; F ) ) . A minimal partial clone is an atom of L p A , that is, a partial clone covering the set JA. The problem of determining all the atoms of LoA for A finite was raised in [SI, it has been studied by several authors [3, 6, 7, 12, 131, and remains unsolved at the present time. However, for A finite, it is known that LoA is an atomic lattice (that is, every total clone on A distinct from JA contains a minimal total clone) with a finite number of atoms. The five types of minimal total clones are discussed in [12, 131. In order to state our main result we need the following:
2.4. DEFINITION: Let n 2 1 , R be an n-ary relation on A and Sn be the group of permutations on := {I,. . . , n ) . The relation R is said to be (1) totally symmetric if for all T E Sn and ( a l , . . . , a n ) E An, (2) totally reflezive if for every (al, .. . , a n ) E An and all 1 < i < j < n , the equality a; = a j implies that (al , . . . , an) E R , (3) nontrivial if R # An. Note that any subset of A (including the empty set 0) is considered as a totally reflexive and totally symmetric relation.
Our aim is to show the following result: THEOREM 2.5. Let A be a finite set with IAl > 1. The lattice ,CpA of aü partial clones on A is atomic and contains a finite number of atoms. Moreover C is a minimal partial clone iiand only iieither C is a minimal total clone or is generated by a single partial projection with a nontrivial totaüy reflexive and totally symmetric domain.
In the sequel we shall consider a finite set A with IAl > 1.
The following lemma shows that a minimal proper partial clone is in fact a partial projection clone. LEMMA 2.6. Let C be a partial clone. Then the set C' := P(V(C)) is a partial projection clone contained in C and such that V(Cf) = V(C).
PROOF: We first show that C' C C . Note that C' consists only of partial projections. Let ezD E C' (for some 1 < i < n). Thus D E V(C) and consequently there is a f E C(") such that dom f = D. As erD = e: [el, f ] we See that ezD E C . Now we show that C' is a clone. Clearly JA C C' as V(C) contains all relations An, n = 1,2,. . . (since JA C C). Let f E CI(") and 91,. . . ,gn E It is easy to See that f [gl , . . . ,gn] is again a partial projection. Moreover f E C(") and 91,. . . ,gn E C("') because of C' C C . As C is a clone, we have that f [gl, . . . 
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From Lemma 2.6 we deduce that any partial clone C contains a partial projection clone C'. If C is a total clone, then C' = JA but if C is a proper partial clone, then C' contains a not everywhere defined partial projection. Hence we have COROLLARY 2.7. Every minimal clone on A is either a total minimal clone (that is, an atom in both Lo, and L p A ) or is a proper partial projection clone.
Clearly a projection clone C is uniquely determined by the set V(C) of all the domains of its operations. This leads us to investigate some special sets of relations on A which we call weak systems of relations.
WEAK SYSTEMS OF RELATIONS
We want to characterise the subsets of RelA of the form V(C) where C is a partial clone on A. For this we have to introduce the following concepts: DEFINITION 3.1: For an integer n 2 1 we denote E := (1,. . . , n ) . Let n, m 2 1 be integers and let s : E + be a map. Define the mapping t, : ~e l ? ) + ~e l ( A~) by setting t,(R) := {(ai, . . . ,um) E Am : (a, (ll,. . . , a,(n]) E R} for all R E ~e l ? ) .
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(1) Let n = m and let s be a permutation on E. Then t, performs a re-arrangement of the arguments of any R E Rel(Anl. In particular an n-ary relation R is totally symmetn'c if and only if t,(R) = R for all s E Sn. Also R is totally rejlezive if and only if t,(R) = An for every non-injective T : E + E .
(2) Let n < m and assume s(k) = k for all k = l , . . . , n . Then t, adds ( fictive arguments to any R E Rel;).
(3) If s(i) = s ( j ) for some i # j E E, then t, performs the identification of the i-th and j-th argument of any R E Rei(Anl.
The foliowing results are easy to check: 
(ii) for all R, Q E R (~) we have R n Q E R(") (that is, R is closed under finite intersections),
(iii) for all s : E + and all R E R(") we have t,(R) E R (~) (that is, R is closed under all operations t,).
The foliowing result gives the relationship between partial clones and weak Systems of relations: PROPOSITION 3.5. Let C be a partial clone on A. Then V(C) is a weak system of relations. Conversely if R is a weak system of relations on A then P ( R ) is a partial (projection) clone.
PROOF: First let C be a partial clone. We have to show that conditions 3.4 (i) -(iii) hold for V(C). Let n , m 2 1 be integers. As C contains e r , we have An = dom el; E V(C). Now let R, Q E v(c)("). Then R = dom f and Q = domg for some f , g E C("). Hence e: [f, g] E C(") and dom (e: [f, g]) = R n Q E V(C) . Finally let s : E + E be a map and let R E v ( c ) (~) . Again R = dom f for some f E F. Börner, L. Haddad and R. Pöschel Let R be a weak system of relations. We show that P ( R ) is a partial clone. Let n 2 1 be an integer. From An E R we deduce that e l E P ( R ) for all 1 < i < n , and thus JA 5 P ( R ) . Now let n , m 3 1 be integers, 1 < j < n, 1 < il,. . . ,in < m, Q E ~(~1 , Bi,. . . ,Rn E R (~) and f := exQ, gl := e r t R . , gn := e c , R n E P ( R ) . It is easy to check that f [gl , . . . , g,] = e s l D where for the map s : -t nz defined by s(k) = i k .
As R is a weak system of relations we have that D E R . This shows that e s , , = f [gl, . . . ,gn] E P ( R ) and completes the proof of Proposition 3.5.
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3.6: Denote by WA the set of all weak systems on A. WA can be considered as the set of all subalgebras of a many-sorted (heterogeneous) algebra with carrier set (~el*)) and the operations An (constants), n and t, (sec 3.4(i)-(iii)). Therefore n > l (WA; C) forms a complete algebraic lattice. The smallest element in this lattice is clearly the weak system TA := (An I n 3 1).
Moreover, given a set R C ReiA, the weak systern geneiated by R , which we shall denote by (R),, , is the least weak system containing R . Hence every relation in (R),, can be obtained from R by applying finitely many times the operations 3.4(i) -(iii) to the relations in R . In particular, if R E ~el(An), then Q E ( R )~Y ) (we write (R),, for ((R)),,) if and only if Q = f ( R ) for some term operation f build up from the constants Ak (k 3 I ) , the intersections and the operations of the form t,. By applying 3.3 to f as many times as required, we end up with either Q = Am or Q has the f following "normal" form Q = n t,;(R), where t? 2 1 and 31,. . . , s l : n -t are maps.
As weil-known from universal algebra, (R),, also can be expressed as foilows:
(note that WA is closed under arbitrary intersections).
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Minimal partial clones 41 1 3.7: According to 3.5, the function V : C -V(C) (respectively ' P : R -'P(R) maps CpA into WA (resptively WA into LpA ). We collect some simple facts: let R , R' C RelA, C, C' C PA, then:
(d) The functions V and ' P provide a monotone (with respect to inclusion) one-to-one correspondence between weak system (# TA) and partial projection clones (# J A ) . In particular, a proper projection clone C = 'P(R) is minimal if and only if R = V(C) is a minimal weak system (that is, an atom in WA ).
(e) (R),, = V (cloneP(R) ).
PROOF: (a): foUows directly from the definitions.
(b): " +== " follows from 3.5. To show "*" let C be a projection clone.
Then obviously C C 'P(V(C)). Now V(C) = (V(C)),, by 3.5, and P(V(C)) C C by 2.6. Thus the equality holds.
(C):
"+=='I followsfrom3.5. Toshow "+"let R beaweaksystem. Then 'P(R) = clone('P(72)) by 3.5 and we have R = V('P(R)) = V(c1one 'P(R) (See ( 4 ) . (d): follows from (a), (b), (C) and 3.5.
(e): (R),, C V (clone 'P(R) ) follows from (C). Now, 'P(R) C 'P((R),,) implies clone(P(R)) C 'P((R),,) (by (b)), thus V(c1one 'P(R)) C V(P((R)w,)) = (R),, . by Setting s(k) = k for k < j, s ( j ) = i and s(k) = k -1 for k > j . Now by the definition of m we have that R (~-' ) = {Am-') and as t,(Q) E R (~-' ) we obtain 412 F. Börner, L. Haddad and R. Pöschel 181 t,(Q) = Am-' . In particular (al,. . . , aj-1, aj+l,. . . ,um) E t,(Q) and this is possible only if (al, . . . , aj-1, ai, aj+l,. . . ,um) = (al, . . . ,um) E Q . Thus Q is totally reflexive.
Next put R := n{t.(Q) : 8 E Sm).
By 3.2(1) and 3.3, R is t o t d y reflexive and totaily symmetric. As Q E R E WA we have that R E R . Furthermore from Q # Am we get R E Am. 0
We now descnbe ail minimal weak systems of relations on A:
LEMMA 4.2. Let n 2 1 and R E Rel(Anl be nontrivial, t o t d y reflexive and t o t d y symmetric. Then (R),. is a minimal weak System of relations on A, that is (R),. is an atom of (WA; C ) .
PROOF:
Let R E WA be such that TA # R C (R). We show that R E R . As R # TA, there is an m 2 1 and a Q E R (~) such that Q # Am. Since Q E ( R ) , we have by 3.6, where L 2 1 and 81,. . . , sf : + 2 are maps. If some s; is non-injective
(1 6 i 6 L), then we get t., (R) = Am (because R is totaily reflexive, See 3.2(1)) and as Q # Am we have that si is injective for at least one i E (1,. . . ,L), say 31 . Let U : m + E be a map such that the composition U o 81 is the identity map id on n (id(k) = k for k E E). Now by (*) -and from 3.3 we have tU(Q) = tid(R) n Clearly tid(R) = R . Also note that t",,(R) = An if U o 8i : E + is not injective and t".,(R) = R if U 0 si is injective (see 3.2(1)). Thus R = tu(&) E R . This shows that (R),. = R and completes the proof of the Lemma. 0 REMARK 4.3: Let n, m 2 1, R E ~el(An), Q E ReiA) be two nontrivial totaily reflexive and totaily symmetnc relations. Then the equality (R),. = (Q),. implies that n = m and R = Q . Indeed from the proof above we get that R = tu(Q) and Q = t, (R) for some maps U : -+ E, U : E + 3. As both R and Q are nontnvial and totally reflexive we have that both U and U are injective (see 3. 2(1)). Hence n = m and U, U E Sn. Moreover from R and Q totaliy symmetnc we deduce that R = Q .
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We coliect the above results (4.1, 4. 2, 3.7(d) ) to obtain COROLLARY 4.4. Let A be a finite set and C be a proper partial done on A.
Then C is a minimal proper partial clone if and only if P(C) is a minimal weak system of reiations whence if and only if C is generated by a proper partial projection whose domain is a non trivial t o t d y reflexive and t o t d y symmetric relation.
4.5:
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 2.5:
We first show that the lattice LpA is atomic. Let C be a partial clone. If C is a total clone then it contains a minimal total clone since LoA is atomic (See for example, [8, 3.1.51 ). Otherwise C is a proper partial clone. Thus C contains P(D(C)) (by 2.6), and D(C) contains a minimal weak system R by 4.1 and 4.2. Therefore C contains the minimal partial clone P ( R ) (See 3.7(d)). Hence LpA is atomic.
As there are only finitely many minimal total clones (See for example [13, 1.14, 8, 121) 
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REMARKS 4.7: (1) For every n 2 1 denote by o, the n-ary partial operation on A with empty domain; that is dom o, = 0, (where 0, E ~el(An) denotes the empty set considered as the empty n-ary relation). Then every 0, generates the weak System (since t,(0,) = 0, for s : 14 + m) which is minimal since 01 E ~e l 2 ) is totally reflexive and totally symmetric. The corresponding minimal partial clone is This clone actually corresponds to l = 1 and R = O1 in the counting above.
